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Abstract  
This paper was aimed at the increase of validity of the chosen method and the accuracy of 
detection of DDoS attacks on IoT using machine learning. A study of the effectiveness of 
detecting DoS/DDoS attacks in IoT networks was conducted. The machine learning model 
was built, the procedure for selecting the most significant 10 features from the dataset data 
was analyzed, relevant machine learning algorithms were selected to identify traffic anomalies 
in the IoT network, criteria for evaluating the effectiveness of machine learning algorithms 
were defined, and performance estimates according to four criteria (time, recall, precision, 
and f-measure) were obtained. The ranking of the selected and tested machine learning 
algorithms was obtained by applying the ELECTRE III procedure. As a result, the Random 
Forest method received the highest rank. The obtained results provide the background for 
prospective application of the suggested method in real systems for detection of DoS/DDoS 
attacks in IoT networks.  
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1  Introduction 

The rapid development of the Internet has given rise to many new phenomena, including the 
emergence of the Internet of Things (IoT) in various spheres of life. IoT is a set of connected devices, 
which is controlled by web services or other different types of interfaces [1]. Not surprisingly, this new 
popular technology has come under the scrutiny of cybercriminals who aim a variety of hacking 
techniques at IoT systems. This problem is exacerbated by the lack of necessary standards in IoT 
systems, as well as the specifics of the subject area of IoT: the use of relatively cheap and low-power 
devices [2]. This specificity makes IoT devices vulnerable to various types of cyberattacks, such as 
denial of service (DoS) and distributed denial of service (DDoS) [2]. Such attacks tend to cause great 
damage to entities that use IoT networks, as they easily block the normal operation of devices and, as a 
result, make it impossible to properly maintain the system. In addition, the technology of these attacks 
is known for its relative simplicity, which is another aggravating point of the Internet of Things 
vulnerability problem. Another problem is that traditional high-quality information security solutions 
are unsuitable for protecting IoT systems. Therefore, the development of this industry requires a 
relevant system to counter attacks on the Internet of Things, given the high cost of data collected and 
processed by Internet of Things devices. 

Early detection of various vulnerabilities and attacks on IoT devices is extremely important, because 
devices on the Internet of Things are generally autonomous, i.e. do not require user intervention to work 
properly. Hence, relevant network security solutions for the IoT system must meet several criteria, 
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including sufficient speed, accuracy of assessment and a number of other indicators. In our opinion, 
solutions with machine learning (ML) are one of the most promising for this problem. Although ML 
information security solutions have gained some popularity, the issue of detecting attacks on IoT 
networks is still poorly understood. 

2  Formulation of the problem 

Ensuring cybersecurity of IoT networks remains a challenge for professionals because of their 
features, mainly due to a combination of different technologies, some of which are outdated. These 
technologies have traditional flaws in data privacy and security, and they need to be addressed to the 
specifics of IoT. Many researchers are working to address various security issues in the IoT, but the 
level of security of IoT devices is still not fully in line with user needs. IoT networks are vulnerable to 
known cyberattacks, including denial of service (DoS), distributed denial of service, replay attacks, man 
in the middle, routing and eavesdropping attacks [3]. 

The cybersecurity system should provide network protection at all layers of the Open System 
Interconnection Reference Model (OSI), providing connection control, analysis of the structure and 
content of network packets, traffic monitoring, assessment of system elements functioning states [4]. 

However, the current practice shows that the analysis of security threats and methods of their 
detection are limited to one layer of the network interaction while for IoT networks, real attack can be 
a combination of threats from multiple network layers. Standard protection techniques developed for 
certain layers of IoT and sensor networks may be ineffective against attacks from other layers. It follows 
that a reliable assessment requires an analysis of the network as a whole. However, solving this systemic 
problem in general is too complex to be completed in one study. Therefore, we will consider only one 
of the biggest cyber threats to IoT networks – DoS/DDoS attacks. The main danger of the vast majority 
of DoS/DDoS attacks – in their absolute clarity and almost "normal" behavior. Software errors, when 
discovered, are immediately fixed and promptly corrected. But in this case the only apparent indication 
of the attack is the full consumption of resources, what is almost normal behavior for modern 
information systems. Standard methods of statistical analysis do not allow us to detect previously 
unknown attacks, and hence machine learning algorithms become the tool to solve this problem which 
is actively studied and used [5]. As the analysis shows, the most effective means to detect and prevent 
DoS/DDoS attacks are those that use intelligent methods (IDMS) [6]. In recent years, many studies 
have been conducted on the use of machine learning as a tool to detect DDoS attacks. However, they 
are often not sufficiently substantiated, there are few details of the results obtained, and they also rarely 
specialize in IoT networks, and evaluate the results only by accuracy, or do not clearly describe the 
approach by which the solution was chosen. 

3  Analysis of recent research and publications 

The objective of detecting DDoS attacks consists in making the most reliable estimate of whether 
devices are under attack in a given period of time or not by analyzing data from devices. The speed of 
the chosen method is the most desirable, because the slightest delay can lead to significant losses. 
Standard methods of statistical analysis do not allow to detect previously unknown attacks, therefore 
the appropriate tool to solve this problem is to use machine learning algorithms [7]. Such a strategy for 
detecting DoS/DDoS attacks is implemented through intrusion detection systems (IDS). Network 
Intrusion Detection Systems (NIDS) are usually located on the node that connects the internal network 
to the Internet, in order to scan incoming and outgoing traffic for known attack patterns [8]. As known 
malicious patterns are detected, messages will be displayed and examination algorithms may be run, 
which reduces response time and potentially increases the accuracy of the investigation. This is why 
IDS should include ML in its anomaly detection process with classification, clustering, and other 
methods used to detect anomalous traffic.  

To create a prototype of a real ML-based intrusion detection system, it was necessary to develop a 
software application and to test it on the appropriate data set. For the experiments, we chose the BotIoT 
data set, created in the laboratory of the Australian Center for Cyber Security (ACCS) specifically for 
researchers to study the possibilities of machine learning in detecting attacks on IoT networks.  
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Due to the limited power consumption of IoT devices, the key management system may be 
compromised. Simplício et al have shown that simplified key authentication systems are insufficiently 
reliable in high-scale implementations [9]. Network protocols such as IPv6 and IPv4 are targets for 
attempting to establish remote access. Czyz et al demonstrated that IoT devices could be accessed 
remotely via the command line interface using the Telnet protocol [10]. IoT networks often process big 
data continuously. Loss of data or denial of service can lead to huge amounts of network traffic and loss 
of control over the system. According to Angrishi [11], malicious software can remain dormant in IoT 
devices, and after launch, it turns the IoT device into a bot and uses it to carry out a DDoS attack. 

In 2013, the Austrian and German power grids began to fail due to a DDoS attack and filled the 
central command center with traffic [11]. A DDoS attack can temporarily disable the communication 
network and IoT device protocol. The automated smart grid system relies heavily on the IoT monitoring 
network. The sensor network collects real-time information data to monitor the condition of equipment 
and control systems. As a result, in the event of an attack, the station will lose the ability to monitor the 
transmission and distribution network. 

The aim of this paper is to increase the validity of the chosen method and the accuracy of detection 
of DDoS attacks on IoT using machine learning. 

4  Results and discussion 
4.1  The formal statement of the problem 

The formal statement of the problem of detecting DDoS attacks is as follows: 
let a certain set of input data X and a set of responses Y exist, where xi ⊂ X is a set of characteristics 

of traffic data, yi ⊂ Y determines the affiliation of a particular xi ⊂ X to the attack. 
We assume there is a training sample { x1, … , xn } ⊂ X and a corresponding sample of correct 

responses { y1, … , yn } ⊂ Y.  
The problem of detecting an attack in this case may be formulated as the definition of such a rule 

(algorithm or model), which will give the value of Y closest to the correct values on the whole set X: 
a: Х → Y 
The characteristics xi ⊂ X are divided into types:  
 Quantitative (values from the set of real numbers); 
 Boolean {0, 1}; 
 Nominal (values from a finite subset of N); 
 Ordinal, representing nominal characteristics, with a linear order. 
A Boolean characteristic can be a column of data that indicates the presence or absence of an attack. 

The protocol to which this package belongs can be a nominal characteristic. The number of flags in the 
package headers can be an ordinal characteristic. An example of quantitative characteristics is the 
package length. 

The training sample is created from a specific data set in the form of a feature matrix, in which the 
rows represent examples of traffic, as well as the corresponding known states. 

Y can also consist of features of different types: Boolean, nominal, intersecting nominal, and 
example data can belong to several types of attacks simultaneously. The peculiarity of the last two 
options is that first it should be indicated whether the example is an attack, and only then may its type 
be determined. 

4.2  Two approaches to solve the problem 

Two approaches are proposed to solve this problem: 
 detection of attacks based on signatures; 
 detection of attacks based on anomalies. 
Signature-based identification is commonly used to identify known types of attacks. No description 

of typical actions is required, but a database with known attack signatures is required to detect these 
types of attacks. This is the main disadvantage of this approach. However, even for known signatures, 
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there may be another vulnerability: if there are too many signatures, searching the database can take too 
long to detect intrusions in a timely manner. 

Anomaly-based intrusion detection methods recognize unusual activity in network traffic. For 
example: abuse of system rules (hiding the IP address interval, performing a standard transaction on a 
hidden port); unusual traffic patterns (more UDP packets than TCP packets); suspicious examples in 
the data section of the program, etc. 

The most difficult problem for anomaly-based detection methods is the detection of atypical system 
behavior, as well as the choice of boundaries to prevent false alarms. Statistical methods of analysis do 
not allow to detect previously unknown attacks. The usual way to create a model that has the ability to 
avoid a lot of false positives is extremely difficult. Therefore, in fact, the only way out is to use machine 
learning tools to detect various threats [12]. 

4.3  Construction of a machine learning model 

Constructing a model of machine learning involves the following steps: 
1. Preparation and collection of data; 
2. Selection of characteristics (parameters); 
3. Selection of the set of algorithms; 
4. Choice of criteria and factors; 
5. Training; 
6. Evaluation of the effectiveness of the results. 
The scheme of step-by-step construction of machine learning model is shown in Fig.1. 
 

 
Figure 1: Stages of construction of the ML model 

 
The first stage involves filtering and normalizing the data to provide input data for algorithms and 

characteristics. Those that are important for the learning process are selected. Data may contain noise, 
may not have a clear structure, so they must be pre-processed. Good data preparation allows for 
effective analysis, limits errors and inaccuracies that may occur with the data during processing, and 
makes all processed data easy to use. 

At the second stage, among all the existing characteristics, those that are relevant to the learning 
process are selected. The number of characteristics in the data sets can reach hundreds. And not all of 
them are really important (i.e. have a relationship with the target variable), so they actually are 
redundant (or noise). Deleting such parameters helps the researcher to better understand the data, as 
well as reduces the time to set up the model and the accuracy of its forecasts. 

At the third stage, relevant algorithms are selected to solve a specific problem. Analysis of 
publications [5], [13] allowed to choose five algorithms that are most suitable for detecting anomalies 
in traffic. These include: 

 The method of k-nearest neighbors (KNN); 
 Naive Bayesian Classifier (NB); 
 Random Forest; 
 Logistic Regression; 
 Decision Tree. 
The fourth stage involves the selection and justification of criteria by which one can assess the 

quality of the algorithm in terms of the problem, as well as the optimal parameters of algorithms to 
solve the problem are selected. 
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At the fifth stage, the model is taught using part of the data set as training data. Part of the data is 
taken from the whole set and given to the algorithm to detect patterns; afterwards it should be able to 
make assumptions based on the data obtained in this stage. 

Finally, at the sixth stage, the model is tested on data other than the training ones in order to find 
out the quality of the forecast. 

4.4  Creation of a working prototype 

To create a prototype of a real ML-based intrusion detection system, it was necessary to develop a 
software application and test the appropriate data set. For the experiments, we chose the BotIoT data 
set, created in the laboratory of the Australian Center for Cyber Security (ACCS) [14] specifically for 
researchers to study the possibilities of machine learning in detecting attacks on IoT networks. 

The reasons for this choice are as follows: it is open, it contains traffic captured from the IoT 
network, it has samples of a wide variety of attacks, including a large number of examples of DoS/DDoS 
attacks using different protocols, it includes real traffic, and provides the possibility to generate new 
characteristics from the raw data set. The published recorded .pcap files are 69.3 GB in size and contain 
over 72,000,000 entries. However, so far we have used only 5% of the original data set retrieved using 
MySQL queries. This extracted 5% consists of four files with a total size of about 1.07 GB and includes 
about 3 million records. This set is known as Bot-IoT. The data set includes real and simulated IoT 
network traffic along with different types of attacks [15]. Attacks in it are divided into three types: 
probing attacks, DoS and information theft. However, it also needs careful handling. Figure 2 provides 
a diagram of the distribution of the number of packages by category. In this diagram, we can see a 
significant uneven amount of data generated during DoS/DDoS attacks compared to other attacks and 
normal data. On the one hand, this indicates an imbalance in the data in the dataset, but on the other 
hand, it reflects the real situation. 

 

 
Figure 2: Number of packets by categories 
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In the data set, the instances of the attack are marked "1", while the usual traffic "0" for learning and 
testing machine learning models using binary code. In addition, attributes of the attack category and 
subcategory were introduced that could be used to train and test multiclass classification models. 

Then a two-stage procedure of selection of significant characteristics was carried out. This process 
was designed primarily to improve the predictability of classifiers. First, the selection from raw network 
traffic data was made using the CICFlowMeter tool [16]. CICFlowMeter reads a pcap file and creates 
a visual representation of the removed functions, as well as generates csv files for the data set.  

The selection of features in this software product is based on the Pearson correlation matrix, and in 
addition to the already specified characteristics, there is a procedure for generating aggregate 
characteristics. 14 characteristics were obtained in the first stage of 33 characteristics available in the 
data set. And then the procedure of selection of characteristics on value of Ginny's impurity was carried 
out to make further selection from these 14 characteristics. In the end, 10 significant characteristics 
were finally selected, according to the combined assessment presented in Table 1. 

To ensure correct assessment of the quality of classifiers and to avoid the problem of overfitting, the 
data were divided into training and test parts. 

Models learn only from the data of the training data set. Even when using cross-validation to 
determine the optimal parameters of the model, cross-validation is performed only from training data. 

There are no elements from the training part in the final data set. Thus, the model we derived by 
performing learning from training data does not know the exact answer to any of the elements of the 
final sample and will make predictions based on the rules and patterns developed during training. 

In our study, we divided the original data set at 60% for the training sample and 40% for the test 
sample. This gives a fairly even distribution, so the large size of the training sample reduces the 
likelihood of underfitting when the model lacks data for training. To better divide each class into 
training and test samples, data shuffling was used when sampling the random_state parameter to ten. 

 
Table 1 
Significant characteristics 

Characteristic  Description 

state number  Numerical representation of the state of characteristics 

seq  Argus sequence number 

N_IN_Conn_P_SrcIP  The number of incoming connections per the source IP address 

mean  Average duration of the aggregated records 

stddev  Standard deviation of the aggregated records 

N_IN_Conn_P_DstIP  The number of incoming connections per the destination IP address 

min  Minimum duration of the aggregated records 

max  Maximum duration of the aggregated records 

srate  Packets from the source per second 

drate  Packets to the destination per second 

 
After data analysis in BoT-IoT the following columns were coded: saddr, daddr, proto, target. 

Missing values were replaced by NaN, we also left only columns with the code: 
 DDoS_HTTP – 0,  
 DDoS_TCP – 1,  
 DDoS_UDP – 2,  
 DoS_HTTP – 3,  
 DoS_TCP – 4, 
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 DoS_UDP – 5,  
 Normal_Normal – 6. 
Next, we conducted a series of tests to evaluate the effectiveness of anomaly-based detection of 

DoS/DDoS attacks. The machine learning algorithms defined above were tested using the described 
data set. The description of the selected algorithms is detailed in the literature. The experiments 
presented in this work were performed on a Dell Inspiron 15 3000, with Windows 10 operating system 
with AMD A6-6310 processor at 1.80 GHz, and 4 GB memory. For the software implementation, scikit-
learn, Mat-plotlib, Pandas, and NumPy machine learning libraries written for the Python 3.9 
programming language, which are open source and widely used in modern machine learning research, 
were used. 

Before testing ML algorithms, it is important to determine which indicators to evaluate. The most 
important performance indicators are as follows: prediction time, precision, recall, accuracy, and f-
measure as shown in the equations below [14]: 

 

𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃 𝐹𝑃
 (1) 

𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃 𝐹𝑁
 (2) 

𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦
𝑇𝑃 𝑇𝑁

𝑇𝑃 𝐹𝑃 𝑇𝑁 𝐹𝑁
 (3) 

𝑓 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒
2

1
𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙

1
𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛

 (4) 

 
where TP is the number of true negative results, FN is false negative, TN is true negative, and FP is 
false positive. In particular, the f-measure is indicative, because it reduces two other fundamental 
metrics, accuracy and completeness, to one number. 

Precision is interpreted as part of the objects called positive by the classifier which are really 
positive, and recall shows what part of positive class objects of all positive class objects was found by 
the algorithm. The very introduction of precision does not allow us to write all objects into one class, 
because in this case we get an increase in the level of False Positive. Thus, recall demonstrates the 
ability of the algorithm to detect the positive class in general, and precision – the ability to distinguish 
this class from other classes. Accuracy metrics are not very useful in problems with unequal object 
classes [14]. Precision and recall do not depend, in contrast to accuracy, on the class ratio and are 
therefore applicable in unbalanced samples. 

To implement the learning phase, a program was written using built-in functions in the sklearn 
library. To prepare the algorithms and select the optimal parameters, the implementation of algorithms 
in the sklearn library was used. 

For training, we selected random samples of data that were more balanced. Figure 3 shows a 
screenshot of the data distribution chart by category. 

Next, experimental tests of the ability to determine anomalies for each trained model were performed 
100 times on the test set of the data set. To average the metrics, this procedure was repeated 10 times. 

All data collected for testing algorithms on the BoT-IoT data set are presented in the table. As you 
can see from the Table 2, all algorithms showed very high results in detecting instances of DoS attacks 
via HTTP protocol. Deviations in the results are insignificant, so to detect this attack in real applications 
using the fastest option could be recommended. However, such conclusion could be made at first glance 
only. In fact, the purpose of this study is to obtain a sounder solution for the different types of DoS and 
DDoS attacks. For example, based on the data obtained in the case of logistic regression, naive Bayesian 
classifier and decision tree give a significantly lower percentage of detection of normal traffic, which 
means an increased risk of false positives. 
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Figure 3: Sampling of data by categories: 0 – DDoS_HTTP, 1 — DdoS_TCP, 2 — DdoS_UDP, 3 — 
DoS_HTTP, 4 — DoS_TCP, 5 — DoS_UDP, 6 — Normal 

 
By analyzing the time spent on obtaining the forecast, one can find a clear "outsider" – the KNN 

method, which is ten times slower than the random forest, which in turn is slower than the rest. For 
Logistic Regression, the decision tree, and the naive Bayesian classifier, the time spent on 100 
predictions is comparable and is within 1.5 seconds. In this case, without an integrated assessment of 
the criteria, it is difficult to determine which of the algorithms best coped with the task, and which ratio 
of time and accuracy can be considered optimal. 

4.5  Choice of the best algorithm 

In order to obtain sound estimates of the quality of machine learning algorithms in the detection of 
DoS/DDoS attacks, it is necessary to set the task of objectively choosing the best option from several, 
that is to set and solve the problem of decision making. The results of evaluating the selected algorithms 
using the selected dataset on these five metrics did not show a clear advantage of any of them. For a 
reasonable choice of the best, it is necessary to apply a method that takes into account the multi-criteria 
nature of such a choice. In a situation of multi-criteria choice, it is not clear which solution is better, so 
you need to find a compromise solution that takes into account the importance of each criterion. This 
leads to the concept of effective (Pareto optimal) solution. The property of efficiency (in extreme cases, 
poor efficiency) must have any solution that claims to be called the best. 

Since there is no general solution to the Pareto optimal choice problem, the decision support 
methodology offers many methods, from the set of which one should choose the one that would 
correspond to the task. Among the many methods of multi-criteria selection, two classes can be 
distinguished – methods that focus on the utility function, and methods that focus on pairwise 
comparison of criteria with the subsequent matching procedure. In our case, it is advisable to rely on 
the latter approach, because the generally accepted utility function for this task does not yet exist. 

One of the leaders of this approach is the method ELimination Et Choix Traduisant la REalite 
(ELECTRE) [17]. This method is characterized by four aspects of advantage modeling: modeling of 
fluctuations (partial and comprehensive), modeling of comprehensive incomparabilities, the concept of 
consistency and relative importance of criteria, and the concept of inconsistency and veto thresholds. A 
number of factors influenced the specific choice of the ELECTRE III method for the algorithm rating 
problem. Second, ELECTRE was designed for the fuzzy (inaccurate and uncertain) nature of decision-
making, using thresholds of indifference and preference. 
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Table 2 
The results of the evaluation of algorithms 

Criterion  KNN 
Random  
Forest 

Logistic 
Regression 

NB 
Decision 
Tree 

Time for 100 predictions  73,1  2,87  1,5  1,7  1,45 

DoS UDP 

f‐measure  0,99  1  0,04  0,5  0,94 

recall  0,99  1  0,66  0,96  0,98 

precision  0,98  1  0,02  0,34  0,9 

DDoS UDP 

f‐measure  0,986  0,983  0,99  0,817  0,967 

recall  0,99  0,988  1  0,77  0,975 

precision  0,982  0,979  0,99  0,87  0,96 

DDoS TCP 

f‐measure  0,99  1  0,96  0,65  0,94 

recall  0,98  1  0,93  0,53  0,9 

precision  0,99  1  0,99  0,85  0,91 

DoS TCP 

f‐measure  0,97  0,983  0,99  0,92  0,99 

recall  0,98  0,988  0,99  0,84  0,99 

precision  0,972  0,979  1  0,99  0,98 

DoS HTTP 

f‐measure  0,98  0,994  0,985  0,999  0,962 

recall  0,98  0,991  0,99  0,999  0,953 

precision  0,98  0,998  0,98  0,999  0,971 

DDoS HTTP 

f‐measure  0,964  1  0,545  0,364  0,726 

recall  0,99  1  0,67  0,27  0,57 

precision  0,94  1  0,46  0,56  0,998 

Normal 

f‐measure  0,979  0,989  0,758  0,618  0,853 

recall  0,96  0,99  0,702  0,46  0,901 

precision  0,998  0,999  0,823  0,95  0,81 

 
Another feature of ELECTRE, which distinguishes it from many criteria of solution methods, is that 

it is fundamentally non-compensatory. This means, in particular, that a very poor score on a criterion 
cannot be offset by a good score on other criteria. The original feature is that the ELECTRE models 
allow for incomparability. Incomparability, not to be confused with indifference, arises between any of 
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the alternatives a and b, when there is no clear evidence in favor of which of the alternatives to prefer. 
This is the situation we are faced with, choosing the best: speed with more errors, or vice versa. 

The purpose of applying ELECTRE methods is to narrow the Pareto set of alternative solutions. This 
is done as follows: for each of the criteria (it is assumed that they are numerical) the "weight" is 
determined by the results of the survey – a number that characterizes the importance of the criterion. In 
all modifications of the ELECTRE method, an attempt is made to obtain qualitative information on the 
relative importance of the criteria (statements such as "criteria 3 and 4 are of equal importance and 
considered together are more important than criterion 1") and convert it into quantitative, numerical. In 
all modifications of the ELECTRE method, in the first stage the weights of the criteria are determined 
with the help of a decision-maker – positive real numbers, which are the greater, the more the 
corresponding criterion is important for the decision-maker. This approach, of course, has a drawback 
– the estimated determination of weights. However, it is impossible to completely avoid subjective 
assessments in the decision-making process, it is only necessary to approach the determination of 
weight with great care. In addition, these assessments should be provided by experts, not in general, but 
in individual aspects. 

The ELECTRE III method involves the following steps – calculating the concordance matrix; 
calculating the divergence matrix; calculation of the reliability matrix; calculation of the matrix of 
preferences. In the last matrix is the resulting rating for each of the alternatives. 

Evaluations from five experts provided information on the relative importance of the criteria. All 
experts determined that the detection of all subcategories of DoS/DDoS attacks is equally important, 
and the correct work in detecting normal traffic is more important than individual categories of attacks. 
Averaging the estimates, we obtain the following weights: time – 0.8, detection of normal traffic – 2, 
detection of denial-of-service attacks – 6 (1 for each criterion). In addition, a survey was conducted to 
determine three thresholds, preference (p), indifference (q), and veto (v). 

To calculate the results, the XLSSTAT package was used, which provides a user interface for 
applying the ELECTRE II and ELECTRE III methods. To evaluate the performance of algorithms, the 
f-measure, as an integral indicator of recall and precision, as well as the time for which the algorithm 
will perform estimates, were chosen as criteria. The f-measure value was calculated, and the time was 
converted into a dimensionless value in the interval (0; 1], where 1 is the best value available (the fastest 
result among the five selected algorithms). 

As a result of calculations, omitting intermediate values, we obtain a matrix of preferences in the 
terminology of ELECTRE III (Table 3). 
 
Table 3 
The matrix of preferences 

 
Random 
Forest 

Decision 
Tree 

Logistic 
Regression 

KNN  NB 

Random Forest  I  P  P  P  P 

Decision Tree  NP  I  P  P  P 

Logistic Regression  NP  NP  I  P  P 

KNN   NP  NP  NP  I  P 

NB  NP  NP  NP  NP  I 

 
The letter P (preference) in the corresponding cell means the superiority of the algorithm over 

another algorithm, and NP (non-preference) – vice versa. This means that the ELECTRE III method 
allowed to integrally evaluate the effectiveness of the tested machine learning algorithms for detecting 
DoS/DDoS attacks. Random Forest is a better choice than 4 other algorithms, Decision Tree is better 
than other alternatives, Logistic Regression is better than two algorithms, KNN is better than one 
algorithm. NB was last in the rankings. 
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5  Conclusions 

A study of the effectiveness of detecting DoS/DDoS attacks in IoT networks was conducted. To 
accomplish this task, a machine learning model was built, in which a set of data was selected (BoT-
IoT dataset), the procedure for selecting the most significant 10 features from the dataset data was 
analyzed, relevant machine learning algorithms were analyzed and selected (Random Forest, Decision 
Tree, Logistic Regression, KNN, NB) to identify traffic anomalies in the IoT network, criteria for 
evaluating the effectiveness of machine learning algorithms were defined, training on a selected set of 
datasets was conducted, efficiency on a test sample of the dataset was evaluated, and performance 
estimates on four criteria (time, recall, precision, and f-measure) were obtained. The ranking of the 
selected and tested machine learning algorithms was obtained by applying the ELECTRE III 
procedure, designed for multi-criteria selection, which focuses on a pairwise comparison of criteria 
with the subsequent matching procedure. As a result, the Random Forest method received the highest 
rank. The obtained results give perspective for application in real systems for detection of DoS/DDoS 
attacks in IoT networks. This study cannot be considered complete and calls for further work. 

 
The prospect for further research is to refine the presented model by using a larger set of data 

for training and testing, expanding the range of potentially suitable machine learning algorithms, 
obtaining estimates of the effectiveness of algorithms by alternative methods. 
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